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Abstract 

Allocating the right amount of indirect cost associated with a specific product or service offers 

many different options and there is no right or wrong answer to it. At the end of the day, a cost 

model is only as good as the organization perceives it to be. Today, an increasing number of 

companies are taking advantage of what the Industry 4.0 has to offer, making use of their own 

data in particular. In this study, we examine the possibilities of Time-Driven Activity-Based 

Costing (TDABC) in conjunction with a data-rich manufacturing environment. The research is 

conducted as a case study at the Swedish startup battery manufacturing company Northvolt. The 

case study is two folded. Initially, a qualitative exploration of how TDABC with real-time 

activity data can be developed in a manufacturing company will be conducted. Following, the 

outcome of a TDABC model which utilized real-time activity data instead of estimated values 

will be examined through simulation. The study incorporates important findings from previous 

studies in terms of how much workers are actually overestimating their performances in most 

cases. The overestimation is one of the largest problems when it comes to TDABC, and it is due 

to the subjective belief that a worker is actually producing more than he/she actually is. With this 

in mind, this case simulation showed that Northvolt could possibly improve cost allocation by up 

to 4% from production cost in the part of the production under investigation by utilizing real-

time data instead of overestimated values. 
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Sammanfattning 

 

Att allokera rätt mängd indirekta kostnader som är associerade med en viss produkt eller tjänst 

kan göras på många olika sätt och det finns olika uppfattningar om  vad som är rätt eller fel svar 

på hur. I slutändan är en kostnadsmodell bara så pass bra som organisationen uppfattar att den är. 

Idag utnyttjar allt fler företag de fördelar som Industry 4.0 har att erbjuda, särskilt 

tillvaratagandet av sin egna data. I denna studie undersöks möjligheterna för Time-Driven 

Activity-Based Costing (TDABC) i samband med en datarik produktionsmiljö. Studien utförs 

som en fallstudie hos den svenska batteriproducenten Northvolt. Fallstudien består av två delar. 

Dels kommer en kvalitativ undersökning kring hur en TDABC-modell med realtidsdata kan 

utvecklas i ett tillverkningsföretag som Northvolt att genomföras. Vidare kommer fallstudien 

också att undersöka resultatet av en TDABC-modell som utnyttjar realtidsdata istället för 

uppskattade värden genom en simulering. Simuleringen baseras på resultat från tidigare studier 

när det kommer till hur mycket arbetare övervärderar sina arbetsprestationer. Överskattningen är 

ett av de största problemen när det kommer till TDABC och beror på den subjektiva tron att man 

som arbetare faktiskt producerar mer än man i många fall tror. Med detta i åtanke visar 

simuleringen att Northvolt kan kalkylera med upp emot 4%  bättre precision i allokering av 

produktionskostnader i den del av produktionen som undersöks genom att använda realtidsdata 

istället för övervärderade värden 
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1. Introduction 

In this chapter, an introduction to the concept of Industry 4.0 and a brief history 

about commonly adapted cost accounting methodologies will be presented. The 

introduction will then be followed by a research proposal regarding how the 

Industry 4.0 might impact the traditional cost accounting as we see it today. 

1.1 Background 

Industry 4.0 is a collective term used around the world to describe the convergence 

of the Internet of Things-driven (IoT) technologies, data-driven information-based 

decision making and advanced automation. These next-generation technologies are 

fundamentally transforming traditional value chains by driving up business 

performances and opening new revenue streams, all because of automated 

connectivity and information transparency (KPMG, 2018). A combination of 

Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) and the IoT make Industry 4.0 possible and smart 

factory a reality. As a result of the support of smart machines that keep getting 

smarter as they get access to more data, today’s factories will become more efficient 

and productive and less wasteful. Ultimately, it is the network of these machines 

that are digitally connected with one another and create and share information that 

results in the true power of Industry 4.0 (Forbes.com, 2018). 

Most successful companies work actively on becoming more competitive in 

one way or another (Landry, 2015). This can involve anything from market 

visibility, product development, logistics solutions, cost efficiencies and more. The 

role of the production organization in the business transaction with the customer 

consists of producing the right amount to the right quality at the right time. When 

it comes to contributing to the profitability of the company, the production 

organization is therefore in principle limited to costs (Investopedia, 2019).  

Historically, traditional cost calculation (also known as the conventional 

method) performs the allocation of factory overhead to products based on the 

volume of production resources consumed (such as machine hours, labour hours 

etc.) (Bragg, 2018). When the overhead comprises only a fraction of a product's 

costs, the conventional method has little effect on the accuracy of the product cost 

(Tsai and Lai, 2018). However, in the present manufacturing environment, with 

increasing automation and computerization, the overhead will increase rapidly both 

relatively and absolutely. When this is the case and conventional cost accounting is 

used for calculation, the product cost will be seriously distorted (Ibid). 

A second weak point of the conventional method is the arbitrary allocation 

of overhead on different products, orders and customers making them nearly 

indistinguishable from the aspect of individual profitability. For example, in multi-
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product companies, the indirect costs are allocated equally among the products 

because it is assumed that each product consumes the company’s resources in 

proportion to the total production volume. As a result, companies with a large 

proportion of overhead using conventional costing methods will most likely operate 

with distorted information about the profitability among their various products that 

carry an arbitrary amount of indirect cost that does not necessarily match the reality 

(Kaplan and Anderson, 2004).  

Because of the inadequacies of the simple conventional method of 

allocating overhead, Activity-Based Costing (ABC) was developed under the 1980s 

in the United States and was defined in the year 1987 by Robert. S. Kaplan and W. 

Burns (Wegmann, 2007). The idea behind the ABC method is to assign costs to 

products based on the activities that go into them and the resources that are being 

consumed by those activities. The method has shown significant improvements in 

costing granularity compared to the traditional volume-based overhead cost 

allocation, but it has not been widely accepted due to its complexity as well as cost 

variations caused by subjective underlying estimates (Gervais, Levant and Ducrocq, 

2010).  

Due to the criticism the ABC model received after it was published 

(Beaulieu and Lakra, 2005), Kaplan and Andersson made improvements on ABC 

which resulted in a significantly simpler method - Time-Driven Activity-Based 

Costing (TDABC) - which is going to be used as a foundation for this study. 

TDABC is a method for calculating the use of resources such as labour and 

machines time for different transactions, products or customers. This takes place in 

one step by driving their costs down to cost objects with respect to how much 

resources it is consuming. As the name suggests, the quantity of consumption is 

measured in absolute time units, but there are occasions where other measurement 

units are more feasible such as length, area, weight etc.  

One important way for a production organization to help the company 

increase its competitiveness and profitability is to understand how much they are 

actually spending on given assets (Marn and Rosiello, 1992). More accurate costing 

information enables managers to set more competitive prices that will attract more 

customers and encourage profit (Unleashed Software, 2019).  

1.2 Problem Description 

TDABC was presented by Kaplan and Andersson in 2004 as a way to increase the 

accuracy in cost calculation in order to get a better understanding of how much is 

being spent on different assets. As described earlier, the TDABC model allocates 

cost based on production data such as the duration of certain activities, cost of the 

resources being used during those activities, the capacity of the activity etc.. If 
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production data comes from an automated system which is updated regularly, then 

the result will be relatively accurate. However, if the information is out of date, then 

the resulting calculations may include substantial errors (Barrett, 2014). For 

example, the difference between an estimated activity length of four minutes and 

four minutes and eight seconds might not seem to be large, but when factored over 

100,000 times it becomes significant. Therefore, in order for the TDABC model to 

generate reliable results, it will have to depend on reliable data (Ibid).  

Traditionally, when maintaining a TDABC model, activity time is estimated 

through surveys and/or observations. Afterwards, when the model is used to 

allocate cost to a cost object it is treated as a constant value. For an illustration of 

the mathematical relationship, see Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1 -  TDABC input parameters based on Kaplan and Anderson, 2004 

The more time that passes after the most recent update of the estimated activity time 

(bold box in Figure 1), the more unreliable it becomes, according to Barrett (2014). 

The activity time can and will most likely not be static over time (Hoozée and 

Bruggeman, 2007) and if the real activity time deviates from the estimated value, 

the cost allocation becomes inaccurate for that activity to some extent. 

Considering the high level of computerisation and connectivity that 

generally describes Industry 4.0, the real activity time could become less 

problematic to incorporate, hence increase the accuracy of the cost calculation using 

TDABC. The study will focus on the above-described problem of cost distortion 

when TDABC is used with estimated activity times that are not continuously 

updated. This will be done by investigating the conjunction of TDABC and 
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possibilities to measure the activity time in real-time with IoT devices instead of 

using estimates. 

1.2.1 Research Question and Purpose 

The purpose of this study is to investigate the outcome of a TDABC model which 

utilizes accurate real-time production activity data instead of estimated and/or 

observed values.  

RQ1: How can the TDABC model incorporate real-time production activity data 

instead of estimated values in a production organization? 

RQ2: Given that RQ1 is answered, what is the impact of a TDABC model with 

real-time data in comparison to a conventional TDABC model? 

RQ3: How can the proposed use of real-time production activity data automate 

parts of cost accounting?  

1.6 Delimitations 

The study will only incorporate activities and resources that are connected to certain 

production departments. Hence, the TDABC model will not incorporate the entire 

product cost, rather a specific part of the production cost. In order to investigate this 

thesis research questions, the length of a production line does not limit the outcome. 

It is rather the in depth analysis of the activities of interest that can affect the results. 

The objective of this study is to investigate the opportunities of a TDABC 

model in conjunction with real-time production activity data in a case-specific 

manner, i.e. the research will only include the way the commissioner fetches real-

time data and not investigate different ways of capturing real-time production 

activity data. 

1.7 Commissioner 

The commissioner of this research project is the Swedish based company Northvolt. 

Northvolt is a startup that is currently developing the next generation lithium-ion 

battery factory with a new concept focusing on scale, vertical integration and highly 

controlled manufacturing (Northvolt, 2019).  

Global battery manufacturing companies in the entire industry have had a 

long term competition trying to reach a battery production cost below $100 per 

kilowatt-hour (kWh) (Holland, 2017). Compared to traditional lithium-ion battery 
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manufacturers, Northvolt’s production process spans across many portions of the 

value chain and the factory is designed to achieve optimal scale benefits. 

Northvolt’s vision is to vertically integrate as much as possible to achieve 

structurally lower cost levels and also allow a higher degree of cost and quality 

control (Northvolt, 2019), see Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2 - Overview of the value chain of battery manufacturing and Northvolt’s processes 

(Northvolt, 2019) 

The problem described in this study was defined in cooperation with Northvolt 

during discussions about the possibilities and benefits that Industry 4.0 entails from 

a manufacturer’s perspective. Because of Northvolt’s highly controlled vertically 

integrated value chain which is their unique strategy towards lowering battery 

production cost, the research questions and method naturally originates from 

automation as well as an accounting perspective.  

1.8 Outline of the Thesis 

1. Introduction - The background includes a brief about the history and importance 

of cost accounting in a production organization. The background is then followed 

up by a problem description and related research questions which this master thesis 

intends to answer. 

2. Method - In chapter two, the choice of research approach and research design 

are motivated followed up by an in-depth step by step method for data collection, 

TDABC modeling and analysis. 

3. Literature Review and Theory - Chapter three contains relevant knowledge 

with regards to the thesis subject, Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) and an in-

depth description of the TDABC model as defined by Kaplan and Anderson in 

2004. Following, a brief description of what has been done in the literature so far 

and what previous research has asked for is given. The chapter provides also a brief 

description of the contribution of this thesis. 

4. TDABC With Real-Time Data - The empirical work starts in chapter four. A 

description of the proposed solution to incorporate real-time data in conjunction 
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with the TDABC model is described in this chapter. A case-specific model for 

Northvolt is proposed as well as possible benefits that it will contribute with is 

presented. 

5. Empirical Results - The empirical findings are presented in chapter five. The 

results from the general mapping, detailed mapping and the case-specific 

implementation of the real-time TDABC model is presented. Lastly, a comparison 

is presented where the case-specific conventional TDABC is compared with a 

simulated real-time TDABC model. 

6. Analysis Of Results - Chapter six presents the analyses of the empirical findings 

from perspective of the reviewed literature.  

7. Conclusion - The seventh chapter concludes the thesis results and analysis. 

Furthemore, the chapter includes a discussion about to what extent the research 

questions have been answered, as well as a recommendation for future studies. 

8. Discussion - The last chapter will discuss the research method and approach as 

well as the studies reliability, validity and generalizability. Lastly, ethical aspects 

and sustainability discussion are brought up.  
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2. Method 

This chapter will describe the entire process of the study. The first chapters will 

present the research approach and design followed by a detailed step by step 

solution for data collection, modeling and simulation. Lastly, a description 

regarding how the quality of the thesis will be measured as well as the contribution 

of the study can be found. 

2.1 Research Approach 

According to Blomkvist & Hallin (2014), a research approach can be divided into 

two common approaches - deductive and inductive. A deductive approach usually 

begins with a theory-driven hypothesis which the research intends to confirm or 

falsify. Inductive research approach, on the other hand, is a more explorative 

process of making general observations to draw specific conclusions upon.  

The idea behind this study is mainly derived from the history of cost 

accounting and the literature review on TDABC discussed in section 3. As 

described in the background, several methods for cost accounting have been 

developed over the last decades due to different past constraints. One of the 

constraints is the inability to allocate overhead to specific products and services 

because of the indirect relationship between resource and deliverable (the product 

or the service that are being delivered). During the literature review and gathering 

of theory, our general observation regarding the development of cost accounting is 

the long going aspiration of trying to clarify the relationship between the deliverable 

and the indirect resources that it is consuming along the value chain.  

The research is built upon a hypothesis that using real-time data instead of 

general observations and interview material creates a benefit, as exemplified in the 

problem description (section 1.2). The objective of this research is, therefore, to test 

this hypothesis, make observations and discuss the outcome. Therefore, a deductive 

approach has been chosen as the most suitable approach. 

2.2 Research Design 

Due to the explorative nature of the study,  a single case study has been chosen as 

a suitable research design. As Eisenhardt and Graebner (2007) argue, the case study 

approach usually provides accurate, interesting and testable theories that are easily 

replicable and thus more tangible. Furthermore, a case study may promote validity 

because of its close observation of the organization (Atkinson and Shaffir, 1998). 

The commissioner is expecting tangible results that have direct relevance for the 

organization which lead to direct engagement of concerned managers and engineers 
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in co-development of the research method. Thus, contributing to the relevancy of 

this case study and its contribution to the industry. The activity data that will be 

accessible because of the case study approach, are actual events that are engineered 

for Northvolt’s manufacturing environment. 

Northvolt’s unique start-up position with an entirely new manufacturing 

plant that is going to be built from the ground up leaves a flexible space for 

innovative thinking. The same level of flexibility might not be present in cases 

where existing manufacturing plants are being rebuilt and upgraded. Eisenhardt and 

Graebner (2007) point out the problem of how a chosen sample is or is maybe not 

representative of a wider population. This could be relevant for the case of this study 

since existing manufacturing plants in the same industry are older and do not allow 

the same level of computerisation and automation as the one that is to be built by 

Northvolt. On the other hand, Yin (1994) argues that study samples are sometimes 

chosen exactly because of their unusual revelatory nature as well as that primary 

research aim is to develop a theory that should further be worked on. Seen from the 

perspective of Yin, the choice of the sample for this study can be considered as 

justified. The intention of the study is to make a contribution to the literature of 

TDABC by incorporating technological advancements of Industry 4.0. The result 

will be represented and discussed with generalizability in mind in order to avoid the 

pitfall of applicability of the result to only one specific case. 

2.3 Research Method 

The research method illustrated in Figure 3 explains how the research work, data 

collection and processing of the collected data will be conducted during the study. 

The research is initiated by a pre-study of theory and existing literature where 

specific variables that describe the literature and their relation to each other are 

defined. Having the important variables isolated, the study will move into the four 

general steps of (1) process mapping, (2) real-time TDABC model development, 

(3) final model summary and (4) simulation and evaluation of the model. The first 

three of four general steps form a process that is comparative with the Phases II 

(Analyses) and III (Pilot Model) of a typical TDABC implementation as described 

by  Kaplan and Andersson (2004, s.67).  The fourth step is a substitute for the last 

phase (Phase IV - Rollout) in Kaplan and Andersson's implementation guide since 

there is no running production line during the course of the study and an actual 

rollout is thus unfeasible.  
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Figure 3 - Our research method 

2.3.1 Literature Review & Theory  

Literature and theory review has been conducted in order to acquire a deeper 

understanding of the topic and investigate what has been done within the research 

field so far. A further literature review has been conducted along the course of the 

study (see Figure 3) in order to further narrow down and specify the theoretical 

positioning of the study. As a primary academic database, Web of Science, Diva, 

ResearchGate and ScienceDirect have been used for reviewing using a combination 

of keywords e.g. Industry 4.0, real-time cost application, real-time accounting and 

TDABC. 

 The aspiration of the study is to deliver a result that is of a contributional 

character both to the aspect of new ways to use the theory of TDABC but also how 

organizations within the industry can utilize IoT in order to automate cost 

accounting processes.  

 2.3.2 Data Collection  

In order to collect sufficient information for the study, multiple data sources are 

reviewed. Eight semi-structured interviews are conducted with different 

functionaries within the company in order to collect additional information that is 

relevant for the purpose of the study. The roles of the interviewed functionaries are 

summarised in Table 1. Semi-structured interviews are chosen due to their 

flexibility and openness that leaves a space for additional input that maybe initially 

has not been accounted for and that can be complementary for the study 

(Qualres.org, 2019).  
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Figure 4 - Our process of data collection, analyses and evaluation 

The concept of the real-time TDABC framework and the purpose of the study are 

presented to the interviewees at the beginning of the interviews which are then 

followed up by general questions (see Appendix A) and an open discussion. The 

collected information is afterwards analysed and processed into final results 

according to 2.3.3 and 2.3.4 which are then evaluated with responsible managers 

and engineers. A general work process of data collection, analyses and evaluation 

is illustrated in Figure 4.  A detailed map of data sources which the study relies on 

is illustrated in Appendix A. 

Interview  Role and Role Description 

1    Technical Project Manager (Automation) 

A junior role responsible for the automated cradle to grave traceability for the 

production plants, as well as for the connected batteries platform design and 

market fit. Reports to Chief Automation Officer (CAO). 

2 Senior Manager Material Flow & Robotics (Automation) 

Leading role responsible for automation engineering projects for Northvolt’s 

advanced factories and warehouses, including design and implementation of new 

technologies and specialized equipment. Reports to Chief Automation Officer 

(CAO). 

3 Chief Automation Officer (CAO) 

Major responsibility for the whole automation department. Reports to Chief 

Operating Officer (COO). 

4 Pricing & Profitability Analyst (Business Development) 

A senior role responsible for the pricing of products which includes work with 

cost-, market- and value-based pricing. More specifically, the responsibility of the 

role includes tasks like gathering and challenging Northvolts cost assumptions, 

price negotiations with customers, gathering market insights, and monitoring 

Northvolt’s overall profitability level. Reports to Head of Business Development. 
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5 Project Manager (Program & Strategy Management) 

A senior role responsible for business case development and corporate strategy. 

Reports to Chief Strategy Officer (CSO). 

6 Senior UX Designer (Automation) 

A part of the team that develops user interfaces which Northvolt provides its 

employees and customers with. Senior UX Designer has a responsibility to ensure 

that developed interfaces are intuitive, rapid and efficient.  Reports to a Senior 

Software Engineer who further reports to Chief Automation Officer (CAO). 

7 Senior Staff Software Engineer (Automation) 

A part of the automation team with responsibilities that include building factory 

systems and working with suppliers on machine specifications, all towards 

supporting full traceability of Northvolt batteries. Reports to Chief Automation 

Officer (CAO).  

8 Process & Quality Engineer (Quality) 

A senior member of the Quality team with responsibility for implementation of 

standards and methods for inspection, testing and evaluation. The role works also 

with statistical process control, data analysis and measurement system analysis.  

Reports to Director of Quality who further reports to the Chief Operating Officer 

(COO). 

Table 1 - Interviewee role description 

 2.3.3 Process Mapping 

According to Ljungberg & Larsson (2001, s.188), a process map is considered to 

be the most suitable approach to study a certain process. Thus, process mapping 

was chosen as the first empirical step of the study. Rentzhog (1998, s.94) 

recommends initiating the process of mapping by primarily defining the general 

process of the studied object after which the logically related included sub-

processes should be mapped to the necessary level of detail for the specific purpose 

of the study. Considering the complexity of the studied production line and the 

number of studied process cells, the process mapping is conducted in three steps. 

Each step is iterated until the precision of the mapped process components is 

confirmed by the responsible managers and/or process engineers (see Figure 5).  
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Figure 5 - Process Mapping  

 

STEP 1 - General Mapping 

General mapping is conducted in order to gain an understanding of the high-level 

process and material flow. Primarily, the following two process components are 

studied:  

1. Process Engineering - studied in order to gain an understanding of which 

process cells are included in the process, their responsibilities as well as 

their order in the process flow. 

2. Material Flow - studied in order to gain an understanding of the material 

inputs and outputs of each process cell.  

Symbols used for general process mapping are described below in Figure 6.  

 

 

 

Figure 6 - General mapping symbols 

 

STEP 2 - Detailed Mapping 

Detailed mapping is performed step-by-step in a “walk through” manner with a goal 

to gain a granular understanding of every distinct activity performed on some part 

of the material that becomes a part of the end product along the production line. The 

level of granularity and descriptive activity information that is looked after for each 

activity are listed below. Visual representation of each activity in a detailed activity 

map is illustrated in Figure 7.  
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1. Activity description (e.g. material movement from point A to point B) 

2. Resources engaged (e.g. operator) 

3. Material engaged (e.g. sub-component A) 

4. Activity start and activity end scan events which are the primary deciding 

factor for the granularity level on which the activities are studied since only 

activities that are considered as traceable are taken into consideration.  

 

After confirmation of the mapping accuracy by corresponding responsible staff, the 

study moves into the next step where underlying data sources are mapped out.   

 

 

Figure 7 - Activity representation in detailed process mapping (own model) 

 

 

STEP 3 - Traceability Mapping 

Traceability mapping includes mapping of underlying data sources involved in each 

activity. The goal of the mapping is to identify all data sources that generate at least 

one of the searched traceability parameters that are listed below: 

1. Timestamp start - that provides timely accurate information on when an 

activity starts 

2. Timestamp end - that provides timely accurate information on when an 

activity ends 
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3. Resource ID - information on which the specific resource(s) is(are) 

performing the activity 

4. Material ID -  information about the specific piece of material on which the 

activity is performed. 

2.3.4 Real-Time TDABC Model Development 

In this section of the study, a new concept of TDABC is developed. This concept 

will be referred to as real-time TDABC. The final specification of the real-time 

TDABC model needs to be generalised and implementable through the whole 

production process. In order to achieve that, the process of analysis of the data 

gathered in 2.3.3 Process Mapping is conducted according to Figure 8. Firstly, an 

analysis of the process map developed in section 2.3.3 Process Mapping - STEP 2 

is conducted with a goal to identify: 

 

1. Unique activity categories - (e.g. material movement) 

2. Unique resource categories that perform the activities (e.g. labour).  

Unique resource categories that are identified are checked with the accounting 

department in order to confirm that the existing cost structure allows for a unique 

specification of the cost of supplied resources. Afterwards, the planned practical 

capacity needed for calculation of cost driver rates for each resource category is 

reviewed and specified.  

Lastly, supporting data source or a combination of sources of choice 

identified in section 2.3.3 STEP 3 is specified for each unique activity category. In 

order to increase the feasibility of technical implementation of the model, it is 

important to choose data sources that support the specific activity category on each 

occurrence of its instances along the production process. If there are multiple 

sources that provide full traceability support to a single activity category, one source 

type is chosen.  
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Figure 8 - Real-Time TDABC Model Development 

 

2.4 Simulation and Evaluation 

The case study is augmented with simulation because some of the ingoing 

parameters do not exist yet at Northvolt. Giordano et al. (2013) suggest that 

simulation is suitable during a study where “the system for which alternative 

procedures need to be tested may not even exist yet” (p.185). The simulation is done 

in a two-step process as illustrated in Figure 9.  

During the data generation, the essential structural elements are derived into 

the model. The activity data used is taken from the previous steps of data collection 

(section 2.3.2) and process mapping (section 2.3.3). During the comparison and 

analysis, the simulated Northvolt case-specific real-time TDABC model will be 

compared with the normal TDABC model which does not use real-time data.  

 

Figure 9 - Simulation process 

2.4.1 Data Generation 

The activities and the respective estimated times are the essential structural 

elements of the simulation and have been developed by Northvolt process 
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engineers. The goal of the simulation is to carry over the essential structural 

elements from the real world into a relatively controlled environment where 

different scenarios can be tested and evaluated. Different scenarios refer to using 

different real-time activity times in this case, which will affect the calculation of the 

production cost.  

The generated real-time activity times for all the involved activities in the 

simulation are generated in a normally distributed manner in order to mimic a real-

world scenario. The time for an activity is stochastically independent, i.e. the length 

of the first execution of an activity does not affect the time for the next execution 

of the same activity. The Central Limit Theorem (CLT) establishes that when 

stochastic random variables are added, their properly normalized sum tends towards 

a normal distribution (Mishra, 2018). This gives the simulation two main datasets; 

one which is the estimated activity times which is developed by the process 

engineers at Northvolt and another with the real-time activity times which are 

generated as described above. The two datasets will be referred to as estimated time 

and real time. The mean value of the generated real-time’s is a function of the 

already estimated times for every individual activity. E.g the mean value for an 

activity can be slightly below the estimated value in order to simulate the 

phenomenon of overestimations in time equations which is discussed as a problem 

of TDABC in section 3.3. If e.g. an activity in the estimated time dataset is supposed 

to take 1 minute and 33 seconds to execute, then the corresponding real-time will 

be generated with a mean value a few percentages below 1 minute and 33 seconds. 

Since the allocated cost of an activity is proportional to how much time it takes for 

an activity to be executed, the cost decreases if the activity time decreases and vice 

versa. In order to see the impact of overestimated time equations in this single case 

study, a few real-time datasets with different rates of overestimations are generated 

and compared to the original estimated times. By doing this, the study will be able 

to investigate the impact of overestimates in time equations in monetary terms in a 

broader spectrum. Different values of standard deviations will also be included in 

the data generation process.  

2.4.2 Comparison and analysis 

By generating values for activity times that deviate from the values which process 

engineers at Northvolt have developed, a cost comparison is made by simulating a 

TDABC model with the two datasets explained above. The outcome of using the 

static values from the process engineers will give the same production cost. But for 

every simulation over a dataset with activity times which deviates from the static 

values, the outcome will change. The goal of the simulation is to express the 
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changes in the production cost with respect to changes in the mean value and 

standard deviation of the activities. 

2.5 Contribution 

Blomkvist and Hallin (2014) argue that a degree project can result in four types of 

contributions to the existing research - empirical, analytical, methodological and 

theoretical contribution. Blomkvist and Hallin explain that empirical contributions 

are common and mean that a study could shed a light on some new type of empirical 

data. Analytical contributions are described as showing new ways of understanding 

empirical data, for example by combining theories from different areas. The theory 

is used to generalize and summarize the knowledge of a certain phenomenon in a 

general way (Blomkvist and Hallin, 2014, page 45). Blomkvist and Hallin claim 

that it is not very common for degree projects to give some great theoretical 

contributions since the project time is usually not sufficient enough, but analytical 

contributions do occur. A methodological contribution is described as showing new 

ways to solve an organization's practical problems. Blomkvist and Hallin believe 

that there is also the fact that degree projects usually result in methodological 

contributions.  

The objective of this study is to investigate the outcome of using real-time 

production data instead of estimates in a TDABC model, hence the contribution to 

the literature is of empirical character. 
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3. Literature review and theory 

This chapter will give an overview of the essence of Industry 4.0 from the 

perspective of the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT). The chapter includes the 

relevant theory walkthrough of TDABC, its weaknesses, and a literature review 

about what has already been done. Lastly, the chapter summarises the literature 

review and presents how this study will contribute to the research field. 

3.1 IIoT and Connectivity 

The phenomenon of the Internet of Things (IoT) was coined by Kevin Ashton in a 

presentation to Procter & Gamble in 1999 (Smart Industry, 2019) and it represents 

an information network of physical objects (sensors, machines, cars, buildings, and 

other items) that allows interaction and cooperation of these objects to reach 

common goals (Atzori, Iera and Morabito, 2010). Applications include e.g. 

transportation, healthcare, smart homes, industrial environments, and when used in 

an industrial environment the term Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) is used 

(Jeschke et al., n.d.). The term IIoT is used synonymously to Industry 4.0 and it has 

been further developed so that it also includes the digital representations of 

products, processes and factories such as 3D models or physical behaviour models 

of machines (Ibid).  

With the complexity of IIoT, industrial enterprises have entered a new age 

of “Big Data”, where the volume, velocity and variety of data they manage is 

exploding at really high rates (Lee, Kao and Yang, 2014). In a manufacturing 

context, the evolutionary process leads to developed networked manufacturing 

systems with a high degree of autonomy (Jeschke et al., n.d.). The flexibility of the 

systems with real-time data inputs will not only improve the efficiency but also 

adaptability of the production processes in real or near real-time (Hartigan et al., 

2017).  

In the context of growing data environment, data exploration is becoming a 

fundamental facility to let users/operators learn from collected data and take 

decisions (Bagozi et al., 2018). Bagozi et al. (2018) also mean that exploration has 

to be performed according to different perspectives, spreading over all the hierarchy 

levels of the smart factory which justifies the approach and the purpose of this 

study.  

3.2 TDABC 

It was Kaplan and Anderson (2004) who introduced TDABC to the literature first. 

The subject has thus been treated in the literature for fifteen years, which can 
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contribute to the fact that there is an explicit need for further study of the 

methodology. The following text in subchapter 3.2 is a detailed walkthrough which 

introduces the concept of TDABC as Kaplan and Anderson published it in 2004. 

3.2.1 Cost Allocation 

Unlike ABC, TDABC simplifies the costing process by eliminating the need to 

interview and survey employees regarding their activities. The main difference is 

that the ABC model estimates the activities in the percentage of the total capacity 

and then splits the cost of supplied resources accordingly before driving them down 

to cost objects. The TDABC model assigns resource costs directly to the cost 

objects using a simple framework requiring only two sets of estimates, neither of 

which is difficult to observe and calculate: 

 

1. Activity (measure in time unit) 

2. Cost driver rate  (measured in cost/time unit) 

The activity is measured in absolute time units (seconds, minutes, hours etc.) and 

refers to how long a certain process takes to execute and is often uncomplicated to 

obtain. The parameter can in most cases be measured by observation. It is not only 

easier to obtain the parameter, but the subjective bias incurred by a surveyed 

employee is also eliminated, in comparison to ABC. The cost driver rate is 

calculated as the ratio of the cost of supplied resources (Section 3.2.4) over the 

practical capacity (Section 3.2.5) in a specific department. The unit of the cost 

driver rate, therefore, becomes cost over time which represents the rate of cost a 

certain activity is allocating to a cost object during the time it is performing some 

sort of work. 

3.2.2 Cost of Supplied Resources 

The cost of resources which is supplied to an operating department consists of 

several elements, all of which must be taken into consideration. The following are 

examples of cost pools which more or less occur in a single manufacturing 

department: 

● Direct labour: salaries and fully accrued fringe benefits such as payroll 

taxes, and earned pension benefits.  

● Indirect labour: salaries, fringe benefits, and supervision of support 

personnel in the department, such as those performing quality assurance and 

scheduling. 
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● Equipment and technology: cost of equipment, including computing and 

telecommunication resources, used by employees and their supervisors. 

● Occupancy: cost of supplying space for employees, supervisors and 

equipment. This is formulated as the cost per area per time unit (e.g. per 

day) times the time which the model spans over. 

3.2.3 Measuring Capacity 

The measuring of capacity for labour can and is often estimated arbitrarily. The 

arbitrary approach assumes the practical capacity to be a percentage of the total 

capacity. For example, if an employee normally works 40 hours per week, the 

practical capacity can be estimated as a percentage after subtracting breaks, 

training, meetings arrival, departure etc. 

As the name implies, the TDABC model primarily uses the practical 

capacity metric time to compile the cost of supplied resources in order to allocate it 

to cost objects. However, in some cases, this is not feasible or even possible. If one 

e.g. wants to allocate the cost of an area where a certain product is being stored 

under a period of time, the cost for that should not only be determined by the time 

it is stored but also the area it requires. How to handle situations that require several 

cost models which allocates cost through different driver rate metrics will be further 

discussed in section 3.2.7 where departmental capacity and process capacity are 

distinguished. Table 2 shows examples of how different types of resources can be 

measured in terms of capacity. 

 

Table 2 -  Different capacity metrics (Kaplan and Anderson, 2004) 

In highly automated departments, the pace of work is mostly determined by 

equipment capacity, in which case the practical capacity is measured by the quantity 

of machine time available for work, after subtracting downtime for e.g. maintenance 

and repair. 

3.2.4 Time Equations 

As disclosed in section 4.1, one of the main inputs into the TDABC model is the 

capacity required to perform an activity, e.g. a certain step in battery cell 
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production. When developing a regular TDABC model, it is initially assumed that 

a certain activity will proceed for an estimated amount of time. Sometimes, 

however, these activity times can vary. For example, if a specific machine is used 

to process both product A and product B (which are slightly different) the activity 

times are different. Each variation in an activity time leads to different demands of 

resource capacity. In order to overcome the problem of varying requirements of 

capacity from a certain activity, the activity can be broken down to sub-activities 

and observed in a more detailed manner. Instead of measuring the capacity 

requirement for the entire activity, one measures the capacity requirements for each 

sub-activity. A linear relationship can represent the capacity requirements for all 

variations of an activity in a certain department. The linear relationship is called the 

time equation and is formulated as in equation 1: 

  𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 ⋅ 𝑥1+. . . +𝛽𝑖 ⋅ 𝑥𝑖                    [1] 

Where 𝛽0 is the estimated time for performing the basic activity and 𝛽𝑖 is the 

estimated time for the incremental involved sub-activities and 𝑥𝑖 is the quantity of 

incremental activity. E.g, X can be binary (so-called dummy variables) as in the 

example below. But it can also be integers, or decimal numbers such as weight and 

distances (Everaert and Bruggeman, 2007). 

To exemplify, imagine a scenario from an arbitrary chemical packing 

department. Let’s say that if a chemical is already packaged in a way that meets 

requirements, then it is estimated to take 0.5 minutes to prepare it for shipment.  If 

the item requires a new package, however, it is estimated that an additional 6.5 

minutes will be required to supply the new packaging. If the item is to be shipped 

by air, it is estimated that it will take about 2 minutes to put the package in an air-

worthy container. This information allows the manager to estimate the time required 

for the packaging process according to equation 2: 

𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 0.5 + 6.5[𝑖𝑓 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑒] + 2[𝑖𝑓 𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑎𝑖𝑟]  [2] 

The time equation does not only increase the granularity of the model. It also 

introduces flexibility. If a manager of operation in the future determines other 

factors which could help explain variations of activities, it is easily incorporated by 

adding the new term to the time equation. 

3.2.5 Departmental or Resource Capacity 

The examples demonstrated above describes the simplest way to start building a 

regular TDABC model. By simple, it means that the model assumes a single 
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departmental cost rate for all types of activities within the department. If, however, 

the activities within the department use different resources, the assumption gets 

violated. 

In general, if one set of departmental activities uses labour and capital 

resources that are less expensive while another set of activities demands costlier 

labour and capital resources, then separate cost rates must be estimated for the 

resource group. 

As an example, sometimes the capacity of resources within a department 

will be measured differently, in which case a single capacity cost rate will be 

inadequate. The TDABC model should represent warehouse operations by 

deconstructing the department into two processes: storing cartons and handling 

cartons. The resources for storing cartons include the building, fixtures, and 

personnel performing building maintenance, housekeeping, and security functions. 

The associated resource costs are depreciation, financing, insurance, and taxes on 

the building and equipment. The resources used for handling cartons include 

warehouse personnel, supervisors, and the equipment they use to move cartons into 

and out of the warehouse such as forklifts and automated materials movement 

machinery.  

Once resources and their costs have been assigned to the two different 

processes above, one can calculate the practical capacity for each process 

separately. For the storage process, capacity is measured by cubic meters of space 

available for carton storage. And for the handling process, capacity is measured as 

time available for the workers handling it. Both steps in the process are important 

but very different in the way they are consuming resources. 

3.3 Issues with TDABC 

Despite moving from traditional accounting techniques to the ABC model and more 

recently to the TDABC model, there is still a reliance on measuring activity times 

with interviews and observations. The problem with relying on interviewing 

personnel regarding activity durations is, in fact, the reliability. An investigation 

made by Cardinaels and Labro (2009) revealed that when people were asked about 

their working time, they overestimate the real time by up to 37%. Hoozée and 

Bruggeman (2007) observed that in a division of an international company that uses 

TDABC as a cost accounting method, the errors in time equations reached up to 

49%. The heritage of the errors was due to incorrect specification of the time 

equation, but also measurement errors. Measurement errors occur due to incorrect 

estimation of the time parameters in the time equations. 30% of the measurement 

errors were due to imprecise evaluations of the time spent on certain tasks to begin 

with and 21% due to the lack of updating the time equations further to mimic 
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process changes. In order to overcome this phenomenon, a management team which 

would observe workers processes during activity changes could possibly reduce the 

errors in the time equation to some extent. Besides the fact that this operation is 

costly, conducting measurements by making observations openly could also affect 

the workers’ performance explained by the Hawthorne effect - people are usually 

more productive when they are being watched (Kenton, 2019).  

3.3.1 Aspiration According to Literature 

(Everaert et al., 2008) suggested that future studies should highlight the 

development of time estimates for the time equations (section 4.1.5) and how 

collected actual time can be used. Somapa et al. (2012) call for future studies to test 

real-time data for real-time cost estimates instead of using historical activity data 

based on observations and interviews. 

Bahr Witold (2016) successfully reduced the need for manual data 

collection of activity times in a warehouse during a case study by measuring the 

activity time with the assistance of Radio Frequency Identification (RFID). Bahr’s 

research provided strong evidence for automated accounting within warehouse 

operations. Wouters and Stecher (2017) also touch the under-explored area of using 

real-time data on activity times instead of estimated values. They appoint that one 

of the main reasons of why the computerisation of TDABC is an under-explored 

area is the already mentioned insight that the literature of TDABC is mainly used 

in service sectors where the labour force is the main producing component. 

Other areas which studies have investigated are mostly focusing on different 

practical implementations of it with a goal of reaching new insights. For example, 

Santana et al. (2017) explored the application of TDABC for capacity optimisation 

by identifying idle (unused) capacity through activity modelling. Degraeve and 

Roodhooft (1998) used linear programming together with TDABC to determine 

optimal order splitting among suppliers on the basis of the different costs associated 

with the purchasing decision.  

Moving to data-rich manufacturing environment with a higher presence of 

increasingly connected machines, the possibilities for replacement of “estimated” 

with “actual” increases. The under-explored overlapping area of TDABC and data-

rich manufacturing environment is where this study will position itself in order to 

search for answers to the research questions.  

3.3.2 Contribution 

The management at Northvolt expressed their interest in exploring the opportunities 

of a cost accounting model which utilizes real-time production data to increase the 

accuracy of cost calculation in an automated manner. At the same time, as described 
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in the previous subsection, there is an explicit need in the literature to further 

explore different possibilities for TDABC in different environments. Therefore, a 

study regarding the development of a costing model based on TDABC that utilizes 

real-time data in a production environment within a data-rich manufacturing 

environment is justified. 
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4. TDABC with Real-Time Data 

In this chapter, the study precedes with its empirical work. This chapter will go 

through a proposed concept of real-time TDABC and the possible benefits of 

interpreting real-time data in a TDABC model at Northvolt. 

4.1 Short Overview of the Real-Time TDABC Model 

The real-time TDABC model which this report proposes can be identified with the 

discussed RFID-TDABC model proposed by Bahr Witold (2016). Similar to Bahr 

Witold’s concept of RFID-TDABC, our study intends to explore the opportunity of 

utilizing timestamps to measure activity times to improve cost accounting. By 

scanning QR codes on every single product under production at Northvolt, the 

activity times can be measured and thereafter integrated with the TDABC model in 

order to reach a better cost calculation (Interview 4, Project Manager - Program & 

Strategy Management). 

4.2 The real-time TDABC model at work 

The concept of using QR codes in conjunction with the TDABC model arises from 

the valuable information trail that becomes available. Earlier work of similar studies 

call this information trace “avalanche of data” (Jones et al., 2005) which indicated 

that business operation IT systems were not robust enough to handle this data 

stream seamlessly. Nowadays, however, due to the development of Industry 4.0 as 

discussed in the background and literature review, the technology has become less 

of a problem.  

At Northvolt, products in production will be scanned on multiple occasions 

for numerous reasons. First of all, Northvolt wants to be able to know exactly where 

all the production material are located in the factory. When scanning a product, 

Northvolt will, for every unique product in production, be able to withdraw specific 

information unique for that object. But the information which concerns, and also 

enables real-time TDABC model is how much time the cost object has spent on 

different locations or during certain activities. When e.g. some sort of material is 

being transported, it is scanned which creates a time stamp 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 that indicates 

the start for transportation. When the transportation is completed, the worker will 

scan the object again in order to tell the system that the activity is fully executed 

and create the time stamp 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑑. The total activity time, therefore, becomes the 

difference between 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 and 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑑. The activity, transportation in this 

example, has its specific cost driver rate which is used to allocate the total cost of 

that transportation to the very cost object. The relationship between fetching real-
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time data through scanning QR codes and TDABC model is illustrated in Figure 

10. 

 

Figure 10 - The relationship between timestamps, activities and cost allocation 

The equation in Figure 7 can be compared with the time equation described in 

section 4.1.5. The total indirect production cost which is allocated to the cost object 

will be the sum of all the products illustrated in figure 10, see equation 3: 

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 =  ∑ 𝑡𝑖𝑥𝑖
𝑖
0   [3] 

Where 𝑡𝑖 represents the activity time spent on activity i and 𝑥𝑖 represents the cost 

driver rate for activity i.  

4.3 Benefits of Real-Time TDABC Model 

The benefits of using real-time data in conjunction with TDABC can be viewed 

both from an operational as well as an accounting perspective. The real-time data 

from scanning the cost objects shed light on where different bottlenecks along the 

production line can occur. The timestamps will give a direct insight into where the 

cost objects are spending the most time and vice versa. Incorporating the valuable 

trace of information with TDABC, which converts time into monetary terms, the 

activity time data can be expressed in financial terms in real-time during production. 

Furthermore, the real-time TDABC model is directly addressing the errors in 

estimates and especially overestimations in time equations as discussed in the 

literature review. Time equations are used to give flexibility to certain activities 

which might change when the activity is executed in a slightly different way. The 

additional time which the time equation adds to the original activity is estimated, 

just like the original activity time, through interviews and/or observation (Hoozée 

and Bruggeman, 2007). For every additional sub-activity that gets introduced to a 

time equation in an activity, the room for errors due to subjective estimates 
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increases. However, in Northvolt’s case, the time that a certain activity takes is 

always measured more or less exact in real-time due to technological advancements 

using QR scanning. If the time can be measured for each activity that is executed 

on each and every cost object, the role of the time equation diminishes.  
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5. Empirical Results 

In this chapter, the results of the general mapping, detailed mapping as well as the 

final TDABC model are presented. The development process of the final model is 

presented in detail for one process step. The resulting real-time TDABC model is 

presented based on the concept described in section 4, with the ingoing parameters 

derived through analyses of the detailed process map and supporting underlying 

data sources. 

5.1 Process Mapping 

The resulting process maps are based on the analyses of data collected from the 

sources illustrated in Appendix A. Eight interviews were conducted with 

functionaries with different roles from multiple departments providing a high 

diversity of valuable inputs. Complementary information to the interviews has been 

extracted from the process documentation for different process components. Each 

map is a result of an iterative process illustrated in Figure 4 and has been confirmed 

through internal meetings as a sufficiently accurate representation of the planned 

production environment.   

5.1.1 General Process Map 

The manufacturing process of a battery cell at Northvolt consists of multiple parallel 

production processes that in the end results in a composition of the ingoing 

components. The ingoing components are partially purchased straight from 

suppliers while some are vertically integrated and to a large extent processed in-

house. The whole production is generally divided into 2 major steps: 

1. Upstream process which represents the vertically integrated part of 

manufacturing where cathode calcination process is included as well as 

electrolyte mixing process both for anode and cathode. Upstream is 

categorised as process manufacturing according to interviewed Project 

Manager (Automation) (Appendix A - Interview 1) since formulations are 

used for specification of ingoing materials and the final product of this 

production part is blended in batches. 

2. Downstream process, which is in focus for this study, where anode and 

cathode electrode processing is executed in parallel and where electrodes 

are assembled into final battery cells. As noted in Interview 1 (Appendix 

A), the downstream process is categorised as discrete.  
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The major manufacturing steps of the downstream process together with material 

flow information for a cylindrical battery cell are described below and illustrated in 

Figure 11.  The resulting figure (Figure 11) of the process of general mapping and 

the corresponding process step descriptions are generated based on inputs from 

process and material flow documentation as well as on inputs from Project Manager 

(Automation) (Appendix A - Interview 1) and Senior Manager Material Flow & 

Robotics (Appendix A - Interview 2).  
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Figure 11 - General downstream process map of anode and cathode manufacturing (own model) 
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As illustrated in Figure 11, the cathode- and anode manufacturing process’ are 

identical, up until the winding process where they are merged together. The 

identical manufacturing processes are described below: 

Cathode/Anode coating  

Anode and cathode electrodes are produced by coating the 

active cathode/anode material, which has been produced in the 

upstream process, onto their respective foil. The slurry with 

the active material is coated on both sides of the foil and 

thereafter the foil is dried and rolled back together. The dried 

rolls coated with dried active material are called 

anode/cathode jumbo rolls.  

 

Cathode/Anode Pressing 

The cathode and anode jumbo rolls are pressed with the aim to 

minimize the porosity by means of compression. Homogenous 

and high precise cathode/anode electrode material is the main 

aim of cathode/anode pressing process.  

 

Cathode/Anode Slitting 

In the slitting process, cathode/anode jumbo roll is slitted into 

several sections creating a shorter roll called cathode/anode 

pancakes. 

 

Cathode/Anode Surface Treatment  

The surface treatment is the part of the process where 

cathode/anode pancakes are heat treated with the aim to dry 

the electrode material and reduce the residual humidity.  
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Winding 

Winding is the process step where the above-described 

parallel processes of cathode and anode electrode 

manufacturing merge. The composition of the two cathode 

and anode electrodes takes place in the winding process. In 

this process the separator is also included, which is a plastic 

compound located between the cathode and anode to separate 

the two electrodes, these are all rolled together, the work in  

progress product from this production process is called jelly roll.  

Cell Assembly 

Cell assembly is the final assembly process where jelly rolls 

from the winding process are placed in the battery cans. The 

final step of the cell preparation is to add the liquid electrolyte. 

Finally, the battery cap is mounted to the top part of the cell 

and when that is finished all the necessary components are 

included in the cell. 

 

Formation & Aging 

Formation and ageing process includes testing and activation 

of battery cell by charging and discharging routines with 

gradually increasing voltage. The target of this process step 

is to secure and classify the final battery cell performance.    

Battery cells that fulfil the performance criteria are then 

packaged and stored for shipping to the customer.  

 

5.1.2 Detailed Process Map 

Considering the length of the downstream manufacturing process and the number 

of distinct activities, detailed process mapping would be hard to read if the whole 

process map is presented on one page. Thus, a detailed process map for process step 

Cathode Coating (which is also identical to Anode Coating) is only presented (see 

Figure 11) and is considered to provide sufficient information for the reader to 

understand how the resulting detailed mapping for the whole process is formed.  

The resulting map presented in Figure 12 illustrates the level of detail on 

which the activities are analysed further in the process and which the resulting 

TDABC model is built upon. The activity data on which the resulting detailed map 
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is based on is primarily conducted through the “go-through” process review with 

Senior Manager Material Flow & Robotics (Appendix A - Interview 2) while the 

detailed material flow information is extracted from the material flow 

documentation. Information about scanning events is collected through interviews 

with Project Manager (Automation) (Appendix A - Interview 1) and Senior UX 

Designer (Appendix A - Interview 1 and 6) while the reliability of scanning events 

has been discussed with Chief Automation Officer (Appendix A - Interview 3). 

Detailed process map Cathode Coating - summary 

Cathode coating is a process step that consists of 10 activities (Activity C1-10 in 

Figure 12) which are initiated and ended by scanning events. Two of the activities 

are performed by the machine coater (Activity C4 and C8) while the remaining 8 

activities (Activity C1, C2, C3, C5, C6, C7, C9 and C10) are activities of manual 

transport of material to and from coater performed by an operator using different 

kinds of suitable transportation equipment. Each activity performed by an operator 

is initiated through a scanning event where the unique QR-code on the piece of 

material that is to be transported, or the material holder (foil roll core1, slurry2 tank 

etc.), is scanned by the operator. Material is then moved to its destination, for 

example, coater, where it is scanned again to mark the end of that specific activity. 

A scan event that marks the end of one activity, by default, marks the start of the 

next activity in the flow. For example, SCAN C1.1 that marks the end of the 

Activity C1 marks the start of Activity C4. For detailed information about what is 

being performed in each of the 10 activities at the process step Cathode Coating, 

which material as well as which resources are being involved, see Figure 12.  

                                                 

1
 A cylindrical core which the aluminum/copper folie is rolled onto 

2
 A sludge made up of electrode particles (cathode or anode) and carbon particles to help conduction 

and binder material to hold structure together 
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Figure 12 - Detailed process map Cathode Coating (own model) 
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5.1.3 Activity Data Sources   

In the Northvolt data environment, the majority of activities are supported by 

multiple data sources creating a satisfactory data environment for building the 

intended TDABC model.  Table 3 illustrates the results of the traceability mapping 

for the 10 previously explained activities (Activity C1-10) involved in process step 

Cathode Coating. Behind each activity, there are at least two data sources that 

provide some or all four of the searched traceability parameters (timestamp start, 

timestamp end, resource ID and material ID). 

 As in the previous chapter, the results in Table 3 are presented only for the 

Cathode Coating step for which the detailed process map is presented in Figure 12. 

Other unique data sources identified down the process, besides those presented in 

Table 3, are the remaining processing machines like cathode coater. Each 

processing machine in other process steps has the same data generation abilities as 

the cathode coater and can thus be understood through its explanation.  

As illustrated in Table 3, the searched traceability parameters behind each 

activity that occurs outside of the processing machines are fully traceable through 

operators interface (4 of 4 parameters provided) and partially traceable through 

material holder (3 of 4 parameters provided). The machine processing is fully 

traceable through the data provided by the machine itself (4 of 4 parameters 

provided) and partially traceable through data provided by material holder and 

operators interface (3 of 4 parameters provided by each source). An explanation of 

the identified data sources follows: 

1. The operator's interface, as explained by Senior UX Designer (Appendix A - 

Interview 6), is an app installed on a mobile device that each operator uses. The 

operator interface is used by operators to handle tasks and scan material on 

movement. Each operator has a unique login which provides the necessary unique 

resource information (resource ID) when an activity is performed. According to 

Project Manager (Automation) (Appendix A - Interview 1), scanning function 

provides necessary timestamps in the beginning and at the end of each activity. 

Moreover, tasks which are provided to operators through operator interface include 

information about unique cost object (i.e. unique material ID) that a task is 

performed on.    

2. Cathode coater, like every other processing machine in the process has a unique 

set of sensors that can read unique IDs of each material that they are processing 

from the material holders or directly from material parts themselves. The machine 

control system provides information on process start and process end which is 

relevant for this study. Each machine has a unique identifier which provides the 
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information of which unique resource that is performing the activity on a unique 

cost object. 

3. The material holder is a piece of equipment that material in production is 

temporarily placed on during transportation through the process as well as mounting 

it into some of the processing machines. There are different types of material 

holders in Northvolt’s manufacturing environment like tanks that are used to 

transport liquid material (see Activity C2 in Figure 12), cores on which long hard 

materials are rolled on (see Activities C1, C3, C5, C6, C7, C9 and C10 in Figure 

12) palettes and pucks on which pre-processed and final products are loaded later 

in the process. Each material holder has a static QR code with a unique ID attached 

to it. Each time a cost object is loaded onto/into the material holder, the cost object’s 

unique ID is merged with material holders unique ID providing traceability 

information on the unique cost object that is handled. Each time a material holder 

has moved a timestamp is issued on pickup and on new location placement 

providing the necessary time information for material movement activities.  
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ACTIVITY ID resource ID material ID timestamp start timestamp end 

 

C1 

operators interface operators interface operators interface operators interface 

  material holder material holder material holder 

 

C2 

operators interface operators interface operators interface operators interface 

  material holder material holder material holder 

 

C3/C7 

operators interface operators interface operators interface operators interface 

  material holder  material holder  material holder 

 

 

C4/C8 

coater coater coater coater 

 operators interface operators interface operators interface 

  material holder material holder material holder 

 

C5/C9 

operators interface operators interface operators interface operators interface 

  material holder material holder material holder 

 

C6 

operators interface operators interface operators interface operators interface 

  material holder material holder material holder 

 

C10 

operators interface operators interface operators interface operators interface 

  material holder material holder material holder 

 

Table 3 - Activity data sources map - Cathode Coating. Created by the authors in cooperation with 

process engineers 

The resulting map of data sources which is partially presented in Table 3 is analysed 

in order to specify which data sources will be used to support the final model 

explained and defined in chapter 5.2.  

5.2 Real-Time TDABC Model 

The developed real-time TDABC model is a result of analyses of data processed 

5.1 as well as of analyses of the existing resource cost structure at Northvolt. The 

model defines a set of traceable activity categories that can be used to describe each 

and every activity that is performed on a piece of material that becomes a part of 

the end product in Northvolt’s production process.  The level of detail on which 

activities can be described by the model is presented in 5.1.2.  The model also 

defines unique resource categories which describe each unique traceable resource 

behind defined activity categories. The rules for the calculation of cost driver rates 

are generally specified for each resource category. Finally, the model specifies 
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which data sources are to be used to provide full traceability for each activity 

category.    

5.2.1 Unique Activity Categories 

Analysing the detailed process map explained in 5.1.2, three unique activity 

categories have been identified: Material Storage, Material Transport and 

Processing activities. The resulting activity categories can be used to generally 

describe characteristics off all the traceable activities in the Northvolt production 

process that are performed on material from its engagement in the process all the 

way until they become finished products. A detailed explanation of each activity 

category is given in Table 4. 

Activity 

Category  

Activity 

Category  

Activity Category Description 

MS    Material 

Storage   

Material storage includes all waiting activities of the material. 

Waiting activities can occur in inbound storage where raw material 

or sub-parts delivered directly from supplier wait to be engaged in 

processing. Parking activities or as in production called “buffer” are 

also categorised as material storage. Parking activities include all 

activities where a piece of material that has been engaged from 

inbound storage into the process and is waiting somewhere in the 

process for another activity to be performed on it. Inbound storage 

and parking activities all consume the same resource type - storage 

(see section 5.2.2). Thus they are categorised together. 

MT   Material 

Transport   

Material transport, as the name itself explains, includes all material 

movement activities along the process. It includes movement of 

direct material and sub-parts that are later assembled into the end 

product as well as transport of indirect material (e.g. roll cores) which 

are reused within the process and which satisfy the traceability 

criteria.  

P    Processing   Processing includes all activities where a machine performs some 

operation(s) on the product material. In the studied production line 

processing activities are the ones explained in section 6.1.1. 

 

Table 4 - Unique activity categories 

In order to get a better understanding of which activity types belong to which 

category, a categorisation of the activities that are included in the process step 

Cathode Coating (see Figure 12) is presented in Table 5. For simplicity reasons, 

activity category codes from Table 4 instead of category names are used. 
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Activity ID Activity Description  Activity Category 

C1 Transport of single foil roll from inbound storage to the 

coater 

MT 

C2 Transport slurry from slurry storage to the coater MT 

C3/C7  Unpark an empty core and load MT 

C4/C8 Coating P 

C5/C9 Unload an empty core and park MT 

C6 Transport of one-side coated cathode jumbo roll from 

coater output to coater input 

MT 

C10 Transport of coated cathode jumbo roll to pressing MT 

Table 5 - Cathode coating - activity categorisation 

Each activity that can be categorised according to Table 4 is fully traceable which 

means that all four traceability parameters (timestamp start, timestamp end, 

resource ID and material ID) are available and can be extracted from the 

corresponding data sources specified in section 5.2.3.  

5.2.2 Unique Resource Categories and Cost Driver Rate 

Analyses of the detailed process map in combination with analyses of underlying 

data sources resulted in three unique resource categories that satisfy the 

requirements needed to support an activity to be considered as traceable. That 

means that each resource that belongs to some of the three categories is traceable 

with its unique identifier whenever it performs an activity. Thus, its cost can be 

applied to the cost object it performs the activity on in real-time. Through Interview 

4 (Appendix A) with Project Manager (Program & Strategy Management) as well 

as through review of financial documentation it is confirmed that the existing 

costing structure allows extraction of unique cost driver rates for each resource in 

Northvolt’s production process that belongs to some of the three categories. Each 

resource category with its underlying cost structure is explained in detail in Table 

6.  

Resource 

Category 

Resource Category Description       Costs included 
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 Labour Includes all human resources engaged in 

production that operate some activity on material 

and are equipped with operators interface ( 

described in detail in chapter 5.1.3).  

● Salary and related 

expenses 

● Cost of equipment 

used to perform the 

activities 

 Machine Includes all machines that perform activities that 

are categorised under P (Processing). 

● Depreciation 

● Planned repair and 

maintenance  

● Electricity  

● Stationary operator 

(if any) 

● Occupancy3 

Storage Includes all storage and material parking places 

within the facility.  

● Occupancy 

Table 6 - Unique resource categories 

The main function of the cost driver rate is expressed as in equation 4:  

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 =  
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑑 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑠

𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦
                  [4] 

The different activity categories consume different types of resources explained in 

Table 6. The sum of those costs becomes the cost of supplied resources for the 

specific activity. However, the practical capacity is measured differently depending 

on what type of metric it is measured by. As already explained, the practical 

capacity is the difference between the total capacity and idle capacity. An 

explanation of the different measurements of practical capacity for the three 

resource categories labour, machine and storage following. 

 

 

Labour 

Material transfers and operations on the machines are always handled by the labour 

force. The labour capacity is calculated as the difference between the total time 

available for work and the sum of non-productive activities such as breaks, 

meetings, etc. For the initial model proposed by the study, the practical capacity 

                                                 
3
 The occupancy cost is the depreciation cost per square meter. It is defined as cost per square meter 

per day 
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will be held constant and updated manually. During the interview with Process & 

Quality Engineer (Interview 8, Appendix A), when discussing workers and 

operators on the floor, 20% of the total capacity was estimated to be deducted in 

terms of breaks, meetings, arriving and idle time. One shift is 8 hours and therefore, 

the practical capacity is calculated as equation 5: 

                     𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑟 = 8 − 0.2 ⋅ 8 = 6.4h                     [5] 

Machine 

The practical capacity for machines is the difference between the total time 

available for production and the time for maintenance and repair. For the initial 

model, the practical capacity of the machines is extracted from the machine 

documentation and interviews with the Process & Quality Engineer (Interview 8, 

Appendix A). The production line will be up and running 24 hours every day and 

therefore, the practical capacity is calculated as equation: 

     𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑀𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑒 =  24 − 24𝑥 = 𝑦h              [6] 

where x is the percentage of availability during the day and it is not the same for all 

machines in the production line. It spans between 65% and 98% for the processing 

machines included in the downstream process. 

Storage 

In the case of the material storage, the total capacity refers to the total amount of 

time which the storage is available, but also how much that is available. The idle 

capacity is the time which the storage is not available for some reason (renovating, 

maintenance etc). For simplicity and due to the lack of information about what can 

affect the availability of storage, this study assumes that there is no idle capacity 

both in terms of time and space. Therefore, the practical capacity for storage is 24 

h per day. 

5.2.3 Data Source Specification 

Section 5.1.3 illustrates that there are multiple data sources that generate one or few 

of the searched traceability parameters behind each resulting activity in the detailed 

process map. What is also apparent in Table 3 is that that operator's interface is the 

only single data source that provided all four parameters in each activity that is 
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categorised as material transport (MT). The analyses show that the same is valuable 

for all activities that are categorised as material storage (MS). Thus, operators 

interface is chosen as a data source from which the supporting traceability data for 

all activities that are categorised as either MT or MS will be extracted to support 

the real-time TDABC model.   

Table 3 shows also that coater is the only single data source that provides 

all four traceability parameters in the process of coating. Further analyses of the 

downstream process show that the pattern is repeatable, meaning that in each 

processing step (i.e. activities categorised as P) processing machines are the only 

data sources that provide all the four traceability parameters. Thus, for each activity 

that is categorised as P, the unique processing machine for that single activity is 

chosen as an optimal data source from which the traceability data for the model will 

be extracted.  

Another input from Chief Automation Officer (Appendix A - Interview 3) 

that has been taken into consideration is that in the future, machines will have more 

granular traceability inside the process which can be interesting for the further 

development of the resulting real-time TDABC model. Thus, choosing machines as 

primary data sources for all processing activities can be considered as optimal in 

the long term as well. Summary of the chosen data sources for the corresponding 

activities is presented in Table 7.  

Activity Category Code Activity Category  Supporting Data Source 

MS    Material Storage   Operators interface 

MT   Material Transport   Operators interface 

P    Processing   Machine 

 

Table 7 - Data source specification 

5.2.4 Final Model Summary 

The resulting real-time TDABC model consists of three activity categories, three 

resource categories, their corresponding cost driver rates and two data sources from 

which the traceability data for each activity that belongs to some of the three 

categories will be extracted (see Table 8). Cost driver rates are static parameters 

that are calculated as explained 5.2.2 and updated manually.  

The model allows for a complete translation of estimated times with real 

times for all activities covered by the defined categories. Real times for activity 

lengths, as well as other necessary traceability parameters, are extracted from data 

generated by the corresponding traceability data source. The model is summarised 

in Table 8. 
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Activity Category Resource Category   Data Source 

MS -  Material Storage    Storage   Operators interface 

MT - Material Transport    Labour   Operators interface 

P     - Processing     Machine   Machine 

Table 8 - Model Summary 

Due to the activity flow sequencing (i.e. end scanning end event of one activity is 

scanning start event of the next activity in the flow), the model also eliminates the 

need for pre-defined time equations. Instead, as the material moves along the 

production line, the model provides only information about current activity that is 

being performed on the unique piece of material and the history of previous 

activities, while the next activity is decided first when it is triggered by a start 

scanning event of the next activity. Each end product will be assigned a cost defined 

by the unique sequence and lengths of activities that have been performed on it. The 

total cost of all resources consumed by a raw material along the production line for 

each product can be mathematically expressed as equation 7:  

𝑇𝑃𝐶(𝑒𝑚𝑐)𝑖  =  ∑ 𝑀𝑆𝑗
𝑗
0 +  ∑ 𝑀𝑇𝑘

𝑘
0 +  ∑ 𝑃𝑚

𝑚
0               [7] 

where: 

 TPC(emc)i = Total production cost (excluding material cost) of product i 

j = number of material storage (MS) activities 

k = number of material transport (MT) activities  

m = number of processing (P) activities 

MSj = cost of material storage activity j 

MTk = cost of material transport activity k 

Pm = cost of processing activity m. 

5.3 Simulation 

The simulation model is a simplification of the studied process. JIT4 is also assumed 

for simplicity reasons. Table 9 is representing the different activities which are 

being executed onto the material throughout the entire downstream production 

                                                 
4
 Just in time 
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process, it is also categorising each activity into the corresponding category 

described in section 5.2.1. 

Table 9 - Downstream activities for simulation 

Activity nr Activity description  Activity 

category 

1 Moving aluminium to station and mounting MT 

2 Moving slurry to station and mounting MT 

3 Coating P 

4 Remount the coil the machine on  MT 

5 Re-coating P 

6 Moving to the next station and mounting MT 

7 Pressing P 

8 Moving to the next station and mounting MT 

9 Slitting P 

10 Handle output: e.g. 10 pancakes MT 

11 Moving to surface treatment station and mounting MT 

12 Surface treatment P 

13 Handle output: 10 treated pancakes MT 

14 Moving anode pancakes and mount on the winder MT 

16 Moving cathode pancakes and mount on the winder MT 

17 Winding anode and cathode pancakes together P 

18 Moving other materials (electrolyte, cans, caps) MT 

19 Assemble cell P 

20 Moving to formation department MT 

21 Formation and ageing MS 

22 Moving to finished stock MT 
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The activity times as well as the cost of supplied resources for each process is 

strictly confidential information according to the commissioner and is therefore not 

shared in this paper. However, the objective of this simulation is to compare the 

outcome of a conventional TDABC and the proposed real-time TDABC model in 

Northvolt’s downstream production process. Instead of comparing the results in 

absolute financial terms, the result of the simulation compares the outcome as 

percentages in order to not expose valuable information. As mentioned in the 

literature review, Cardinaels and Labro (2009) revealed that overestimations in time 

consumption in terms of labour work were up to 37% in most cases. Therefore, the 

simulation has taken 30 % overestimation into account when simulating the 

difference between conventional and real-time TDABC. However, 30 % is only 

incorporated in the activity category MT. This is because overestimation is a 

problem that originates from the subjective beliefs of the workers. A machine is 

programmed to execute at a certain speed, therefore, the activity category P is 

subject to no overestimation in the simulation. The allocated production cost over 

time during the downstream production is illustrated in figure 13. The cost refers to 

the total production cost per a single manufactured cylindrical cell. During activity 

1-9, the cost object refers to a jumbo roll which in this simulation contains 5000 

cells, therefore the allocated cost during those steps are split by 5000. During 

activities 10-16, the cost object refers to pancakes. One Jumbo roll is in this 

simulation slitted into 10 pancakes, therefore the allocated costs during those steps 

are split by 500. Additionally, there is no vertical axis to illustrate the values in 

absolute dollars. 

 

Figure 13 - Difference in allocated production cost using conventional vs real-time TDABC 
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The results show that when incorporating 30% overestimation during activities that 

include labour such as MT, the production downstream production cost is reduced 

by 4%. Figure 14 illustrates the impact of the change in cost allocation with respect 

to different amounts of overestimation, spanning from 30% to 0%. As one can see, 

the relation is linear. This is expected because of the linear equation which builds 

up the TDABC model.  

 

Figure 14 - Decrease in cost allocation over different levels of overestimation 

 

6. Analysis of Results 

This chapter provides analyses of the results represented in the previous chapter. 

The resulting real-time TDABC model is analysed from the perspective of the 

reviewed literature of TDABC advancements when actual instead of estimated 

activity data is incorporated. Furthermore, an analysis of the conducted work from 

the perspective of data exploration in a data-rich manufacturing environment and 

analyses of the simulation results are also presented.   

6.1 Final Model from the Perspective of Reviewed Literature 

The purpose of the study was to investigate the outcome of the TDABC model that 

incorporates real-time production activity data. The focus component of TDABC 

as illustrated in Figure 1 (bold box) were activity times which, as the resulting 

model confirms, can be measured more precisely and in real-time instead of being 

estimated and manually updated. The model is fully supported by automated 

measurements of activity lengths which eliminates the risk of substantial estimation 

errors appointed by Barrett (2014) and Cardinels and Labro (2009). Incorporation 

of real-time actual activity information makes the resulting TDABC model more 
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sensitive to changing activity lengths which, as expressed by Hoozée and 

Bruggeman (2007), is something that needs to be accounted for and that a TDABC 

with manually updated activity times does not always respond to in a timely 

manner.  

As described in section 5.2.4 the sequencing of activities is captured by the 

model which eliminates the need for pre-defined time equations. This ability makes 

the model responsive not only to the changing activity time lengths but also to the 

changes in the process itself. If the process changes through the addition of new 

activities, the model will need no updates as long as the added activities satisfy the 

general criteria of the model. I.e. the added activity can be categorised by some of 

the three categories defined by the model (MS, MT or P), that the resource 

performing the activity can be categorised by some of the models three resource 

categories and that the activity can be traced by corresponding data source as 

specified by the model.  

As already explained in 1.1 Background, the conventional TDABC was 

initially developed as an answer on, besides other problems of ABC, the problem 

of costly maintenance (Beaulieu and Lakra, 2005) of the ABC model. Kenton 

(2019) claims that even maintenance of a TDABC model based on manual 

observations also can be costly in order to keep the model fairly up to date with 

changes in the underlying activities. Considering the automated activity time 

measurements and the responsiveness of the resulting model to activity flow 

changes, the cost of maintenance of the model further decreases making it not only 

more accurate than conventional TDABC but also more economically sustainable.  

6.2 Data Exploration  

As concluded in the literature review, Bagozi et al. (2018) appoint data exploration 

as a fundamental facility for data-based learning and decision making within a “big 

data” environment. The same phenomenon is addressed as ”data discovery” process 

by Wouters and Stecher (2017) in their study and highlighted as an important 

initiative for innovation within automated accounting. Taking the chosen 

methodological approach and the gained results into consideration, the study has 

followed the data exploration/discovery process which was advocated for in the 

reviewed theory. Automatisation of the activity time tracking and cost application 

to each unique cost object (i.e. unique piece of material) is fully supported by 

traceability data from the existing data environment at Northvolt. That means that 

there are no requirements on the implementation of new data sources.  

The existing data sources and data environment from which the supporting data for 

the final model is extracted are primarily considered as an enabler when reasoned 

from the data exploration/discovery perspective. However, the existing architecture 
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is also what has put a limit on the level of detail on which the model works. The 

scanning start and end events are the deciding factors that limit and wrap everything 

that happens in between as one activity. For example, each material transport 

activity is initiated by a pickup, mount of material on the transport equipment and 

ended by unmounting of material from the equipment and dispatch on the 

destination. Since pickup and mounting as well as unmounting and dispatch are not 

individually traceable according to the desired traceability model, they are merged 

with transport into one activity defined by the model as material transport (MT). 

However, compared to the reviewed study conducted by Bahr Witold (2016), the 

level of detail of activities tracked by the resulting model of this study is similar to 

that achieved by his implementation.  

6.3 Simulation 

The results from the simulation show that Northvolt can make production cost 

calculations up to 4 % more correct per manufactured cylindrical cell in the 

downstream production line. The costs which are associated with the production 

line will always remain, and there should be no mixing with saving costs and 

making better cost calculations. Compared with other similar studies such as Bahr 

Witold (2016), this study shows a weaker result. This can mostly be explained by 

the fact that Bahr’s experiment was conducted in a labour intensive department, 

namely warehouse and logistics. 

During the first 1-9 activities, when the cost object is a jumbo roll, the 

allocated cost is split by 5000 so the magnitude of inaccurate estimation of cost 

allocation with relatively small cost driver rates does not make a significant 

deviation. The same thing applies to activities 10-16 when the workers are handling 

pancakes. From the graph, one can tell that the difference in cost allocation starts to 

deviate between the two models at around activities 17-22. This can be explained 

by two things. Firstly, from step 17, the cost object is a single jelly roll, hence the 

allocated activity cost is not divided by any means as in e.g. activities 1-9 when the 

cost object is a jumbo roll. The second parameter which influences the deviation in 

this step is the cost of the equipment which is being used in this step which happens 

to be relatively expensive. 
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7. Conclusion 

In this chapter, the previously presented results and analyses of the results are 

summarised in answers to the research questions. The answers are followed up by 

recommendations for future studies of how further automatisation of the remaining 

components of TDABC can be approached.  

7.1 Answer to Research Question 1 

How can the TDABC model incorporate real-time production activity data instead 

of estimated values in a production organization? 

The study shows that the conventional TDABC model as developed by Kaplan and 

Anderson (2004) is well-formed for the integration of data from data-rich 

manufacturing environment into its activity component. The implementation 

developed by the study shows that the activity component of the TDABC model 

(see the bold box in Figure 1), as well as the application of cost on the cost objects, 

can be fully automated through the integration of real-time production activity data 

in the model. The main requirement on the production data is to provide the four 

traceability parameters defined by the study - timestamp start, timestamp end, 

resource ID and material ID - for each activity performed on material along the 

production line. 

7.2 Answer to Research Question 2 

Given that RQ1 is answered, what is the impact of a TDABC model with real-time 

data in comparison to a conventional TDABC model? 

The results from the simulation showed that Northvolt can in fact allocate 4% less 

production cost in the downstream manufacturing line. This does not mean that the 

overhead cost is decreased by 4%. The method of this study does not make any 

differences to the sum of all cost of supplied resources, which means that the total 

cost does not change. The results simply show that the allocated production costs 

to cylindrical cells can be reduced by 4% with a real-time TDABC model in 

comparison to a conventional TDABC. The goal is not to reduce cost with a 

TDABC model, but rather to allocate it in a more realistic way. The 4% of cost 

which is not allocated to the cylindrical cells is therefore allocated somewhere else, 

e.g. onto the prismatic cells, but that question is out of scope and is therefore not 

included in this thesis.  
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7.3 Answer to Research Question 3 

How can the proposed use of real-time production activity data automate parts of 

cost accounting?  

The results show that a TDABC model with automated activity components directly 

implicates that accounting of spendings in production is automatised. That means 

that when a cost is applied to a cost object through the model, that cost is 

automatically and accurately accounted for in the system. This way, the production 

cost per product does not need to be retroactively updated or arbitrarily calculated 

but is automatically calculated in real-time. However, as the research-question 

implies, the cost accounting can be considered as partially automated since the other 

components of the resulting real-time TDABC model, besides the activity 

component, are still manually updated and estimated. If those estimates are 

distorted, the cost applied on products in production will thus be distorted. 

7.3 Future Studies 

The focus of this study was to investigate if and how real-time production activity 

data can be incorporated into the conventional TDABC model. The results show 

that improvements of TDABC can be made through this integration which directly 

implies partial automatisation of cost accounting, at least in the area of the 

production cost. What has been noted during the study is that further exploration of 

data from the supporting systems to the ones reviewed by the study can potentially 

automate the management of other TDABC components than the one that has been 

in focus of this study. Thus, future studies based on data exploration with a purpose 

to support further automatisation of the suggested real-time TDABC model 

recommends. The suggested data exploration perspectives summarised below:   

1. “Horizontal” perspective which includes exploration of data to support 

traceability of activities where resources that perform activities on the 

material are cost objects to resources that they consume. For example the 

repair and maintenance of processing machines. If activity time, as well as 

resources used for activities of maintenance and repair,  can be traced with 

needed traceability parameters, that could partially automate the calculation 

of the cost of supplied resources for processing machines (see Table 6) and 

further increase the accuracy of the production costing.   

2. “Vertical” perspective which includes exploration of data needed to 

support the automated management of vertical components of the 
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conventional TDABC model represented in Figure 1. For example, the 

component of practical capacity for all processing activities (P) in the 

proposed real-time model. Processing machines will be able to generate the 

data about their different states (machining, paused, stopped, maintained 

etc.) which is exactly what is needed to for automatised and precise 

calculation of their practical capacity. Also, the cost of supplied resources 

is an interesting component to take a look into. During the study, the ERP 

system was not fully developed at Northvolt. However, the indications show 

that the ERP system will allow for fetching the data from it in an automated 

manner. If the ingoing cost parameters for the cost of supplied resources can 

automatically be extracted from the ERP system, the update of cost 

component of the TDABC model could also be automated and responsive 

to changes in the ERP in real-time.  
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8. Discussion 

This chapter includes a discussion of the research method and approach as well as 

the studies reliability, validity and generalizability. Lastly, ethical aspects and 

sustainability discussion are brought up. 

8.1 Discussion of Methods Used 

Many previous papers which involve TDABC are quantitative studies conducted in 

an inductive manner. The research question became clear during the review of the 

literature and published papers regarding the topic of TDABC. As being stated in 

the literature review, most questions which this study intends to answer are quoted 

from previous studies. This created a foundation for the study to start to build upon 

and to work with together with the commissioner in order to achieve tangible 

results.  

This study was being in a deductive and mostly qualitative approach which 

explores the possibilities of a TDABC model in a data-rich manufacturing 

environment within industry 4.0. The deductive approach was suitable for this study 

because of the fact that it was mainly a theory-driven exploration rather than to 

generate a new hypothesis or theory. It was also not possible to pursue an inductive 

quantitative study within the frames of the case because all data necessary is not 

available at this point in time. Previously published studies which have done similar 

research have also shown to be much more time-consuming than this study. 

 The case study approach was suitable because it has given the study the 

qualitative data which was necessary to achieve tangible results. If no commissioner 

had been involved in this study, the data might not have been available to the same 

extent. The commissioner of this study has also been deeply involved because of 

the possibilities of TDABC with real-time data entails. This has also been very 

rewarding during the development of the research question, both in terms of 

reaching tangible results for themselves but also to shed light on TDABC from a 

different academic angle. The data was mostly collected through interviews 

internally, and not externally. By incorporating information from other 

manufacturers who are interpreting TDABC in a similar way would have been 

beneficial for benchmarking purposes. This was hard to accomplish mostly due to 

the lack of this kind of procedure within different companies. The information 

regarding the costing procedures within other companies is also strictly confidential 

because it is, in fact, one of a company’s tools for competitive advantages after all. 
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8.2 Quality of the Study 

A degree project is a type of scientific work. Blomkvist and Hallin (2014) argue 

that in order to assess the quality of scientific work, one has to address its validity 

and reliability. Validity and reliability are usually specifically discussed for 

methods where measurements or assessments are included (Bohgard et al., 2015). 

Validity is about really measuring what is meant to be measured (Björklund 

and Paulsson, 2012), that it is the right "thing" being studied (Blomkvist and Hallin, 

2014). The degree of validity of a method is related to how well measurements and 

judgments are consistent with the true value, which requires that systematic errors 

are missing or small and that the random errors are small (Bohgard et al., 2015). In 

order to confirm the validity of the thesis, internal validity and external validity is 

taken into consideration. Internal validity is the extent to which this experiment is 

free from errors and any difference in measurement. External validity is the extent 

to which the research results can be inferred to the rest of the world at large (Surbhi, 

2017). In order to control the internal validity, data collection has been conducted 

with a high level of strictness and was carefully evaluated together with process 

engineers for respective process unit during process mapping and detailed mapping. 

The empirical study has been performed in a single case study, which makes the 

results case specific. One thing that does decrease the validity, the internal validity 

in particular, is the fact that a lot of information and influences was harvested from 

semi-structured interviews with employees at Northvolt. The employees at 

Northvolt have their own interest in this study and no information from external 

sources was conducted. Also, the employees who were interviewed did not always 

have a good knowledge of cost accounting, depending on which department they 

came from. With that in mind, the interviewee might want to answer what we are 

expecting him/her to answer to a certain question and not what he/she actually 

believes. When conducting the interviews, a thorough description of the 

background and purpose of the study was given, so that the interviewee could get a 

good idea about the objective and answer as good as possible. All questions which 

were discussed with each and every interviewee is also attached as Appendix A. 

Reliability is about the degree of reliability in the measuring instrument 

(Björklund and Paulsson, 2012), that the "case" is studied correctly (Blomkvist and 

Hallin, 2014). The degree of reliability of a measurement method has to do with 

how well-repeated measurements of the same object match with each other, which 

requires that the random errors are small (Bohgard et al., 2015). With high 

reliability, the study should be repeatable by a third party. The reliability of this 

case study is relatively low. The exact same case might be hard to accomplish by 

any third party due to the differences in the surrounding production data 

environment. But, the methods and the approach this study has taken on is well 
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documented and can be applied to other similar cases in order to reach the same 

type of results. This is achieved by presenting a detailed step by step method for 

process mapping and with a TDABC model. The methods are also fact-checked 

consistently with previous similar work which is discussed in the literature review 

in order to avoid methodological errors. 

Reliability can be high regardless of how well the measurements correspond 

to the true value (Bohgard et al., 2015), i.e. high reliability does not necessarily 

imply high validity (Blomkvist and Hallin, 2014; Bohgard et al., 2015), and vice 

versa.  

8.3 Ethical Aspects and Sustainability 

Analysing the proposed model from the ethical perspective, an ethical dilemma can 

be discussed. The focus of the real-time TDABC model proposed by the study is 

the activity component which primarily relies on real-time actual measurements of 

its time variable. The time used to perform an activity is then translated into 

monetary terms. The primary goal of this translation is, as stated in the study, to 

conduct a more accurate cost allocation in production. However, this information 

can also be used to discover bottlenecks and inefficiencies in production in real-

time based on which operational improvements can be made. Utilised in purposes 

of operational decision making, the results of the model can be considered as a 

performance measure which, as such, are ethically disputable when resource 

category labour is performing the measured activities. One can argue that such a 

granular insight into employees’ performance can be used in order to help 

employees make improvements through training or investments in additional 

equipment. That, however, does not hold as a sufficient argument according to 

Martin and Freeman (2002) when ethical aspects of employee monitoring are 

discussed. They argue that analysis of our traditional moral concepts of self, 

relationship with others, community, and property needs to be conducted as a 

complement. Thus, in case of usage of data generated by the resulting model in 

operational purposes as discussed above, a framework for operational decision 

making should be developed in collaboration with those employees who are directly 

affected by the decisions. This way, the framework would rely on a common set of 

hard and soft values shared by everyone affected.  

When it comes to the sustainability of the study, we argue that it essentially 

concerns economic sustainability, both from the perspective of initial investments 

and maintenance and from the perspective of cumulative economic gains over time. 

The resulting model is completely supported by the existing data sources which 

lower the requirements for an initial investment. As discussed in analyses (Chapter 

6.1), the model is responsive to activity flow changes in production which, 
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compared to traditional TDABC time equations, eliminates the need for manual 

updates, thus decreasing the maintenance cost.  

 The purpose of the study was to investigate how actual production activity 

data can be incorporated into the TDABC model in order to solve the problem of 

inaccurate cost allocation due to the distorted activity time estimates. The resulting 

model solves the problem which, when analysed from the perspective of Marn and 

Rosiello (1992) who claim that one important way for a production organization to 

help the company increase its competitiveness and profitability is to understand 

how much they are actually spending on given assets, directly implies economic 

gains over time. 
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10. Appendix 

Appendix A - The map of data sources which the study relies upon  
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